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Plate Mounting

With over 40 years of experience in the flexographic 
industry, AV Flexologic has always been on the edge of 
innovation, making it a global leader in high end, high-
precision and high quality products. AV 
Flexologic has a full line of mounting 
machines for the label, corrugated, and 
flexographic markets, including the 
only fully automated mounting machine 
(FAMM) in the marketplace.

Sleeves

De-Mounting

Offering a full line of sleeve technology to the Flexographic 
industry, Inometa Flexo Systems, LLC is a state of the art 
manufacturer of flexo sleeves and sleeve technology. Our plate 
mounting sleeves set the new benchmark for pressroom handling 
convenience. A new innovative surface was 
developed to be more resistant to cuts and 
common UV, solvent and water-based inks. 
Our stable, lightweight sleeves mount and 
demount easily to all air mandrels sizes.

The Model 77 Sleeve De-Mounter is designed to ergonomically 
assist in the demounting of the printing plates from printing 
sleeves. This newly designed unit accommodates sleeve inside 
diameters from 3.5” to 12” and lengths up 
to 77” long. The Model 77 De-mounter has 
a comfortable working height, foot pedals to 
control sleeve direction, and a roller to help 
safely remove the printing plate.
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Sleeve Storage

Beartech storage units offer versatile sleeve storage systems 
that are modular in design, allowing you to add sleeve racks 
as needed. Expand vertically or horizontally, depending on 
your storage requirements, for efficient use of 
storage space. One standard module will store 
196 to 336 sleeves of all dimensions.

Cylinders & Mandrels

Great Lakes Cylinders offers precision-tolerance cylinders and 
sleeve mandrels designed with the accuracy required to reduce 
the variables in your printing process and improve print quality, 
deliver higher press speeds and shorter set-
up times. Every cylinder and sleeve mandrel is 
manufactured to your custom specifications 
and you are provided detailed documentation of 
size control, TIR, and balance results for every 
cylinder you order.
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Lifting Devices

Lift-O-Flex from RonI creates a safer and healthier workplace for 
employees, while increasing efficiency and productivity at the same 
time. LIFT-O-FLEX® lifters are a line of material handling equipment 
that offers huge advantages over stationary or 
manual systems! LIFT-O-FLEX® lifters are useful 
for any industry where lifting, moving, handling 
and manipulation of loads take place.



Training
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Maximize the effectiveness of your personnel, equipment, 
software and materials with A&V training and 
technology. A&V offers training programs 
and support designed for every level of flexo 
experience. Take advantage of this training 
at your location, our location or on-line with 
A&V’s seasoned personnel.
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Support

The benifits of our products are extraordinary. The technical 
support behind them is even more impressive. 
When you buy from Anderson & Vreeland, 
it is the beginning of a relationship not just 
a transaction. We’re committed to helping 
you make the best use of our equipment and 
materials, and your resources.

Financing

Connext Financial is the premier equipment lender dedicated 
to the Flexographic and Packaging industries. 
With decades of staff experience, Connext is 
built on a solid foundation of excellent service 
and in-depth knowledge of your industry 
throughout North America.


